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Abstract: The industrial internet of things (IIoT) is considered a new paradigm in the era of wireless
communication for performing automatic communication in the network. However, automatic
computation and data recognition may invite several security and privacy threats into the system
during the sharing of information. There exist several intrusion detection systems (IDS) that have
been proposed by several researchers. However, none of them is able to maintain accuracy while
identifying the threats and give a high false-positive rate in the network. Further, the existing IDS
are not able to recognize the new patterns or anomalies in the network. Therefore, it is necessary to
propose a new IDS. The aim of this paper is to propose an IDS using the Viterbi algorithm, indirect
trust, and blockchain mechanism for IIoT to ensure the required security levels. The Viterbi algorithm
and indirect trust mechanism are used to measure the probability of malicious activities occurring in
the network while generating, recording, and shipping products in an IIoT environment. Further,
the transparency of the system is maintained by integrating blockchain mechanisms with Viterbi
and indirect methods. The proposed framework is validated and analyzed against various security
measures by comparing it with the existing approaches.

Keywords: Industrial IoT; blockchain network; Viterbi algorithm; trust evaluation; Secure IIoT system

1. Introduction

The expeditious evolution in wireless communication has provided several solutions
to day-to-day life issues ranging from electronic watches and fitness bands for monitoring
health to data storing and management. The demand and roles of wireless devices are
increasing day by day. The integration of intelligent systems with wireless devices has been
further increased by the better utilization and efficiency of tasks occurring via networks [1,2].
The industrial internet of things (IIoT) is defined as a ubiquitous network where a number
of devices are connected to the internet for performing various tasks such as computing,
decision-making, data gathering, etc. [3]. The IIoT is considered as a paradigm where
interconnected smart devices are increasing year by year to fully take over the computation
and communication processes from the environment. The advances of the internet have
fueled the growth of the industrial internet of things, where new technologies such as 5G
focus on improving the connectivity of smart devices in various industrial sectors such as
agriculture, manufacturing, gas and oil, and healthcare [4–6]. IIoT systems gather several
types of information regarding manufacturing, shipping, and recording and storing of raw
and finished products. These systems also maintain information containing traffic records
or data generated during industrial processes. The data generated from various smart
devices further plays a very crucial role in industrial sectors [7,8].

In order to effectively utilize industrial information, better methods of data collection,
management, and transmission are proposed to enhance its potential value. Further, there
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exist various traditional ways to connect to the internet, including TCP/IP. However,
LAN and WAN make the network susceptible to various security and privacy threats
that might jeopardize the IIoT system [9,10]. On the one hand, where IIoT platforms offer
varied services and are diverse in gathering, manufacturing, and shipping provisions.
On the other hand, IIoT devices and infrastructure can also be susceptible to several
critical threats. The data collection and recording of manufacturing data may lead to
various types of networking threats, such as denial of service attack thus affecting accuracy,
authentication, etc.

Figure 1. Typical Architecture of an IIoT System.

1.1. Motivation and Objective

Figure 1 presents the layered diagram of an IIoT system consisting of the application
layer, perceptual layer, and network layer based on data flow. The application layer
consists of all the physical devices through which manufacturing, shipping, and processing
are performed. The second layer is the perceptual layer, in which the communication
among devices is performed automatically and intelligently. Finally, the network layer
consists of various sub-phases, i.e., data generation and collection, device classification,
and modeling and evaluation. Data generation and collection is the first phase, where
the information generated from the environment is captured and gathered by multiple
smart sensors in the network. The huge amount of generated data is further processed to
get the actual information which, in the context of industries, can be manufacturing and
shipping information. Now, in the second phase, where devices collect information from
the environment, the network can be compromised by various intruders through malicious
devices. The device classification based on their generated and collected information can
either be legitimate or altered. In order to categorize the devices in our proposed approach,
we have used two secure schemes, i.e., the Viterbi algorithm and the indirect method.
Finally, in the third phase, the categorized devices are further traced continuously through
a blockchain mechanism in the network. All the phases have their own responsibility and
can be identified at the same level in the network.

Each layer is susceptible to several types of threats and intrusions that may occur
within IIoT. Some general intrusions and attacks in an IIoT environment include data
corruption, denial of service, jamming, and authentication attacks. In order to counter
these malicious threats, it is further needed to guarantee the security and privacy of the
information generated, recorded, and stored. In order to maintain the security and commu-
nication process among intelligent devices, a number of organizations are implementing an
intrusion detection system (IDS) that can be configured at any layer of the system. The IDS
plays a significant role by guaranteeing security, integrity, and privacy of data generated
and transmitted via various networks.
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An IDS can detect, react, protect, and report any type of malicious activity or at-
tack. Traditional IDSs are broadly categorized into several types, such as signature-based,
anomaly-based, or both (signature and anomaly-based). Anomaly-based IDS systems are
implemented by observing various abnormal patterns, while signature-based IDS are de-
signed by using traditional threat signatures in their database. Existing IDSs are not able to
maintain accuracy while identifying the threat, and they provide a high false-positive rate
in the network. However, existing IDSs are not able to recognize new patterns or anomalies
in the network. In order to enhance the performance of existing IDSs, researchers have
designed the trust rate, more particularly, an indirect type of trust computation process and
blockchain mechanism for IDS.

Trust is considered one of the significant factors of the device for recognizing the
legitimacy and behavior of the network. The proposed mechanism provides an intrusion
detection system that includes a Vertibi algorithm and indirect trust computation for
enhancing security and privacy in the network [11,12]. In addition, indirect trust and the
Vertibi algorithm are also used to make an independent decision while transmitting the
information in the network. A blockchain mechanism is also integrated with the IDS to
maintain transparency in the system [13,14].

1.2. Contribution

Below, we briefly explain the contributions of our study in four points:

• First, we propose a Viterbi algorithm to generate the fitness score and accuracy of the
decision-making process by each communicating node in the network.

• Secondly, an indirect trust computation method is used to analyze the legitimacy and
malicious behavior of each node.

• Lastly, a blockchain mechanism is integrated with the Viterbi algorithm and indirect
trust method for maintaining transparency and security in the IIoT system.

• A thorough comparison is conducted between the existing and proposed mechanism
for validating and verifying the out-performance of the system against various secu-
rity measures. The simulated results demonstrate the worthy improvement in the
IIoT performance.

The overall structure of the paper is discussed as follows. Section 1 discusses the
motivation and significance of proposing an intrusion detection system using Viterbi al-
gorithm and a blockchain mechanism. Section 2 deliberates upon the related work that
illustrates several approaches and methods proposed by earlier scientists and researchers
for ensuring a secure and trusted communication mechanism in various IoT-based applica-
tions, specifically in IIoT. Further, Section 3 proposes a secure and trusted mechanism by
explaining the Viterbi algorithm, indirect trust, and blockchain technology in detail. The
proposed mechanism is an intrusion detection system integrated with the Viterbi algorithm
for identifying the legitimacy of each communicating device based on some probability
values in the network. The proposed framework further uses blockchain technology, where
a block is maintained for each legitimate node in the network for continuous surveillance
and transparency of data transmission in the network. Furthermore, Section 4 illustrates
the experimentation and validation of the proposed framework by considering several
security metrics, such as false positive rate, false negative rate, accuracy, and response time,
in comparison to existing approaches. Finally, Section 5 outlines the conclusion along with
some future directions of the paper.

2. Related Work

This section deliberates the number of security mechanisms [15–18] proposed by
various researchers and scientists. Yao et al. [19] surveyed the state of the threat litera-
ture regarding identification systems and methods of intrusion detection. The authors
have further proposed a hybrid intrusion detection architecture by introducing a machine
learning-aided method. The authors have validated the proposed mechanism by showing
its out-performance in the range of various benchmarks. Alsaedi et al. [20] addressed
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the issues of intrusion and threat possibilities in IIoT networks and have proposed a data-
driven IIoT dataset by identifying the labeling features of various attack classes using
multi-classification. The proposed dataset, named telemetry data, is gathered from a realis-
tic medium-scale network. The authors have also described the various characteristics and
benefits by determining various attacks and normal events from heterogeneous sources.
The proposed mechanism is then evaluated using deep learning and machine learning
mechanisms in both multi-class and binary-class classification issues for intrusion purposes.

Table 1. Related Work Discussion.

Author Name Description Limitation

Yao et al. [19]
Authors have further proposed a hybrid intrusion
detection architecture by introducing a machine
learning-aided method.

The authors have used machine learning
techniques that may further increase the
computational steps in the network.

Kasongo [21]
The authors have proposed an IDS genetic
algorithm that further includes extra trees, naïve
Bayes, linear regression, decision tree, and RF.

The integration of multiple algorithms increased
the complexity and computation in the network.

Basset et al. [22]
The authors have proposed a forensics-based deep
learning mechanism for identifying intrusions in
industrial traffics.

The deep learning mechanism may further involve
multiple layers to identify the legitimacy of a
device, which may further increase the delay in the
network.

Alruwaili [23]
The authors have proposed and investigated
cybersecurity issues by identifying the prevention
and intrusion detection gaps in the field of IIoT.

The authors have not identified the threats
specifically related to industrial sectors.

Gyamfi and Jurcut [24]

The authors have proposed a lightweight intrusion
detection system based on online support vector
data description using an adaptive sequential
learning machine.

The proposed mechanism increased the
communicational overhead in the network.

Yazdinejad et al. [25]

The authors have proposed a federated learning
mechanism to build a framework for automatically
hunting the threats in blockchain-based
industrial networks.

The proposed framework may further increase the
storage and computational overhead while
categorizing or identifying the legitimate devices
in the network

Kasongo [21] has proposed an IDS genetic algorithm that further includes the extra
trees, naïve Bayes, linear regression, decision tree, and RF. The proposed mechanism is used
to access the robustness and effectiveness of the proposed framework by demonstrating
the accuracy of the modeling process. The proposed mechanism is further validated by
considering various features as compared to existing detection systems. Basset et al. [22]
projected forensics-based deep learning schemes for identifying intrusions in industrial
traffic. The projected model is used to identify the local and global multi-head attention to
capture the traffic sequence in IIoT. The authors have also addressed the scalability issue
by proposing a fog computing environment using aggregating classification outputs. The
proposed approach is verified against several security parameters, such as robustness, by
presenting the centralized IDS environment. Alruwaili [23] has proposed and investigated
cybersecurity issues by identifying the prevention and intrusion detection gaps in the field
of IIoT. The authors have then compared the various mechanisms to prevent, detect, and
protect smart industrial systems against threats, vulnerabilities, and attacks. Further, the
authors have expanded the issue by utilizing 5G, AI, and blockchain technology to offer
various future challenges. Gyamfi and Jurcut [24] have proposed a lightweight intrusion
detection mechanism based on an online support vector data description using an adaptive
sequential learning machine. The proposed model is saturated by applying the data
filtering convergence rate. The proposed mechanism is evaluated using an experimental
and self-generated dataset. The proposed model performed and detected effectively in a
realistic IIoT environment.

Yazdinejad et al. [25] projected a federated learning approach to build a framework
for automatically hunting the threats in blockchain-based industrial networks. In order to
automatically detect the threats, the authors have used a cluster architecture for identifying
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anomalies using various machine learning schemes in a federated environment. The authors
have claimed this approach as the first federated framework for identifying anomalies
by preserving the behavior in IIoT networks. Rathee et al. [26] proposed a blockchain-
based, secure industrial trust evaluation mechanism to analyze voting using weights for
approaching the final decision authorization. The designed voting scheme was effective
with a trust evaluation system for a higher probability of malicious IIoT detection system.

Further, [27–30] have proposed some blockchain-based intrusion detection mecha-
nisms for further ensuring secure communication and transmission of information in the
network. Though various security schemes have been proposed by the scientists, however,
the proposal of an efficient, secure mechanism for IIoT by reducing the response time and
improving the accuracy in the network is needed.

Table 1 summarises the main existing works.

3. Proposed Approach

Figure 2 illustrates the IDS of the proposed approach, having a number of inputs that
are separated into three different phases, namely, the data collection or generation phase,
device classification phase, and modeling and evaluation phase. In the data collection and
generation phase, the dataset is loaded for validation and testing. Further, the classification
phase is the one where the devices are categorized into two distinct categories, i.e., legit-
imate and malicious, depending upon the information process and transmission by the
devices in the IIoT. An IDS, including Viterbi and indirect methods, is also introduced in
the classification phase of the system to categorize and recognize the legitimacy of every
communicating device in the network. In addition, the third phase includes the blockchain
mechanism, where the devices are finally surveyed and validated on a regular basis in
the IIoT system. The building blocks of the projected mechanism are illustrated in a more
detailed way in the succeeding subsections.

Figure 2. Proposed IDS Mechanism for IIoT.

3.1. Data Generation and Collection Phase

The most important aspect of using the data collection and generation phase to process
the request from various stages of industry such as the collection of raw material with
its proper counting, the record of manufacturing products, and the storing and shipping
process of products via intelligent devices are actually analyzed and processed by smart
devices before actually checking their validity and legitimacy in the network. The min-max
scaling process is applied for data collection and generation of information in the IIoT
system as follows.
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P =
(x− y)Pn −min(Pn)

max(Pn)−min(Pn)
(1)

3.2. Classification Phase

The generated records by smart devices are now actually processed via IDS, including
Viterbi and an indirect method, for further analyzing their behavior and categorizing them
into various categories, such as malicious and legitimate. In the first step, we used the
Viterbi algorithm to identify the probability of altered devices based on their internal
activities and emissions. The depicted steps illustrate the identification process of various
malevolent activities of transmitting devices in the network. Let PRt(n) illustrate the highest
probability of a device in a particular state i having o observations and l sequence length,
the probability rate can be further identified as below:

PRt(i) = maxPR(φ(1), φ(2)....φ(t− 1); µ(1), µ(2)....µ(t)|λ(t) = λi (2)

3.3. Viterbi Method

Table 2 represents the abbreviations or notations that are used while defining the
Viterbi algorithm.

Table 2. Notations of Viterbi Algorithm.

Symbol Definition

PRt(n) Probability rate of device from i to j state having ‘l’ sequence of input
αRi Initial probability rate of state i
bRi(λ(t)) Probability rate output of state i
αRij Transition from state i to j

The number of steps required to compute the probability rate of each communicating
node using Viterbi algorithm is discussed as follows:

Input Value: (1) ’n’ Number of IoT devices, (2) sequence of inputs

Output: Device is categorized as legitimate of malicious

Step 1.1: Initialization of probability rate and matrix as:

PRt(n) = αRi BRi (λ(t)) (3)

αRi(t) = 0 (4)

Step 1.2: Recursion by performing the updates as:

PRt(i) = max[PRt−1αRij ]bRj(φ(t)) (5)

Step 1.3: Recursion is terminated as:

R∗ = max− i[PRt(i)] (6)

R∗ = argmax− i[PRt(i)] (7)

Step 1.4: The final state is identified using backtracking as:

R∗t = αRt−1(R∗t +1) (8)

Indirect Trust()
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Step 2.1: The classified devices are identified as c1, c2,. . . cn according to their trust
values by defining the root mean square function.

ITVcnj(rms) =

√
∑x=1 nITV2

cxj

n
(9)

where i and j are defined as various states according to their trust rate, and x is considered
as the device.

Step 2.2: In addition, the understanding degree to know the best communicating
device having the highest trust rate is defined as:

Ud =
n
N

e−ρ(t−t0) (10)

where ρ is the coefficient to define the starting point in time.
Step 2.3: Further, the conflict among communicating devices having the same trust

rate can be defined as:

Cd = ∑
n!=m

ITVcn − ITVcm

n
(11)

where, the larger the Cd, the more C recommendations deviate from their behavior.
Step 2.4: Finally, the similarity rate among subject and recommender rates are consid-

ered as:

ITVij =
1
m ∑

n=1
mITVica × ITVcaj (12)

Finally, a blockchain network is maintained to maintain transparency among each
communicating device in the IIoT environment.

Blockchain Network ()
Block d1, block d2... block dn
Where block d contains the hash, old hash, and the actual information (raw product

count, manufacturing product count, shipping count) in the network.
The proposed mechanism provided an efficient and secure communicating IDS frame-

work by integrating Viterbi, indirect, and blockchain mechanisms in an IIoT environment.
The Viterbi algorithm is used to calculate the probability rate of each communicating device
based on their activities and sequences. In addition, the probability rate computation can be
further increased by using indirect trust computation by categorizing each device. Finally,
continuous surveillance and transparency are further maintained using the blockchain
mechanism. The proposed system’s efficiency and validity are further analyzed by simulat-
ing using MATLAB. The validation and verification process over various security measures
are explained in detail in the next section.

4. Performance Analysis

Figure 2 explains the process that can be followed while applying the proposed
scenario in IIoT applications. At present, we have considered some random set of devices
that collect information and records by generating synthesized data having product names
and counts in order to check the working of the projected framework. The simulation of the
proposed framework is implemented using MATLAB 2019b on windows 10 OS to verify its
performance. In the simulation process, the number of B-IIoT devices is considered as 50
with a time slot of 50. The proposed approach’s Viterbi and indirect schemes are verified
over a synthesized dataset having 50 IoT devices that are further categorized as legitimate
or altered. The malicious behavior of any device is identified by recognizing its internal
behavior and activity in the network. The number of communicating devices is intentionally
converted from legitimate to malicious in order to validate the proposed scenario where
for every 10 devices, 5% of the devices are altered from legitimate to malicious. In addition,
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the reliability, transparency, and optimum behavior of each device are analyzed over
3000 epochs with 9.6732, 4.056, and 4.54 s time using the Viterbi algorithm.

4.1. Baseline Mechanisms

The proposed framework is analyzed against two baseline methods from Yazdine-
jad et al. [25] and Rathee et al. [26] in terms of several security parameters, such as false
positive rate, false negative rate, accuracy, and response time. The baseline methods are
further added to the proposed framework in order to understand the proposed scheme
used to improve security. Further, the proposed framework is analyzed against Yazdine-
jad et al. [25] and Rathee et al. [26] to show its performance. The proposed framework
is simulated over two various existing approaches in order to measure the validity of
IDS in IIoT systems. Yazdinejad et al. [25] (as Baseline Approach 1 (BA1)) proposed a
federated learning mechanism to build a framework for automatically hunting the threats
in blockchain-based industrial networks. In order to automatically detect the threats, the
authors used a cluster architecture for identifying the anomalies using various machine
learning schemes in a federated environment. The authors have claimed the proposed as
the first federated framework for identifying the anomalies by preserving the behavior in
IIoT networks. Rathee et al. [26] (as Baseline Approach 2 (BA2)) proposed a blockchain-
based secured industrial trust evaluation mechanism to analyze the voting through weights
for their final decision authorization. The designed voting scheme was used with a trust
evaluation for a higher probability of the detection of a malicious system. The simulated
results are demonstrated by the trust evaluation process using correct authorization. The
proposed mechanism is validated against both approaches, further showing the benefit of
introducing transparency using the blockchain in the IIoT systems.

4.2. Measuring Parameters

False positive: The number of devices recognized as ideal or legitimate while malicious.
The network of devices labeled as intruders while they are actually malicious False negative:
The number of devices recognized as malevolent while legitimate. The network of devices
is labeled as malicious while they are actually ideal. System accuracy: The network is
accurately able to recognize all processes, such as data collection, manufacturing records,
and shipping product information, via intelligent devices. Response time: The amount of
time needed by the system to provide the requested data to the device.

4.3. Evaluation

After the setup of the simulation process, the results are analyzed against all the
approaches in the network. The projected mechanism is compared to Yazdinejad et al. [25]
and Rathee et al. [26], and various security metrics are analyzed. The communication
process is performed over web requests generated by intruders over virtual machines. De-
pending upon the generated requests and device category, such as legitimate or malicious,
the proposed mechanism is verified in IIoT systems. Further, the number of input metrics
of the intruder’s resource is depicted in Table 3.

Table 3. Result analysis.

Type % of Threat Request Phases of Security Source Name

Ideal 0 0 25

Malevolent 15% 2, 3 10

Prone to threat 20% 1, 4, 5 15

The validation of the proposed phenomenon is again measured over two significant
metrics, such as false negative and false positive. False positive can be termed as the case
where communicating devices are recognized as legitimate. However, they are actually
altered by the intruders to act as malevolent. On the contrary, false negatives occur when
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devices are recognized as malicious, despite the fact that they are legitimate. Both the
performances are recognized for the baseline solution and the proposed scheme to further
the recognition of accuracy by the system.

Figure 3 illustrates the false positives scenario where the proposed scheme outperforms
in comparison to the baseline method because of their indirect method trust calculation that
reflects the legitimate behavior of each transmitting device. The devices having higher trust
rates are detected as legitimate. However, devices having lesser trust values are recognized
as malevolent because they can be easily traced with the proposed method.
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Figure 3. False positive ratio of the proposed approach compared to the baseline approaches.

In addition, Figure 4 illustrates the false negatives scenario where the legitimacy of
each transmitting device can be easily recognized with their trusted values and reinforce-
ment learning. The recognition of false negative counts is better in our proposed method as
compared to the baseline methods.
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Figure 4. False negative ratio of the proposed approach compared to the baseline approaches.

In addition, Figure 5 determines the accuracy of the proposed mechanism; how
accurately the system is able to identify the security of communicating devices during
information generation, maintaining, and the shipping process. The proposed mechanism
outperforms the existing scenarios because of the instruction of the blockchain network in
the system that continuously surveils the environment.
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Figure 5. Proposed approach’s accuracy compared to the baseline approaches.

Finally, Figure 6 presents the response time of the systems; the amount of time needed
by the system to provide the requested information to the device. The response time of the
proposed framework is much less compared to both existing systems.
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Figure 6. Proposed approach’s response time compared to the baseline approaches.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposed a secure and transparent transmission mechanism in IIoT by
introducing an efficient intrusion recognition system. The proposed mechanism used the
Viterbi algorithm, indirect trust, and blockchain technology to ensure a secure network. The
proposed system used the indirect and Viterbi algorithm to make an independent decision
while transmitting information from the network. Further, a blockchain mechanism is
integrated with the IDS to maintain transparency in the system. The Viterbi algorithm is
used to measure the probability of malicious devices in the network. At the same time,
the indirect trust is used to speed up the process of probability identification of malicious
behavior of any device. The proposed mechanism is verified against several security
parameters that show the increased performance of the system against various existing
schemes. The collection of information from heterogeneous networks and the dynamic
behavior of smart devices during mobility further plays a crucial role in identifying devices’
legitimacy. Types of cyber threats and their corresponding IoT security solutions can be
considered as the future scope of this manuscript.
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